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Characteristics

Eco-friendly French 13-14" laptop case in
leather and felt - black/grey

- 1 x sleeve PC 13-14"

SLEEVE ECO-FRIENDLY MADE-IN-FRANCE FOR THE
DAILY PROTECTION OF YOUR LAPTOP.

This cover is 100% designed and produced in a factory in the south of France. It's 
made of high-quality eco felt and recycled leather for everyday laptop protection. With 
its authentic design, it will allow you to combine ecology and style!
Eco felt is a material obtained by recycling plastic, it is durable, soft to the touch and 
resistant and it will protect your PC against daily shocks and scratches during all your 
journeys. Recycled leather comes from scrap material originally intended for disposal. 
Natural latex and a water-based varnish are added to make it resistant and beading 
without any chemicals.
T'nB has designed and manufactured this range of PC sleeves to promote French 
know-how and more local production. In a committed and responsible RSE approach, 
we provide products that are more respectful for people and the environment.
The cover is equipped with a main interior compartment with a folding flap held by an 
elastic band to store your computer up to 14''. It is also compatible with Mac Pro 14 and 
Mac Air 15.
Thanks to its composition, the protective cover remains light and practical. With its 
compact size, you can easily slip the cover into a backpack or a carrying bag.
  

BOX CONTENTS

36X35X0,8 36 X 0,8 X 27 Laptop 13-14''

Recycled leather and
felt 100% RPET

(recycled plastic)
black and dark gray

- PC bags - PC Cases & Bags

3 303170 116647

Ref.: SLFR14BK2 Packing: 3
Net weight (g): 269

Weight with packaging (g): 304
Product size (cm):

Packing size (cm): 36x2x30.5
More info...
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